
ARE YOU FEELING THE PRESSURE?
These are challenging times for OR supply chain managers. Cases loads are uncertain and demand 
is in flux, making forecasting volumes and how much supply to carry harder than ever. In situations 
like this, there is a natural tendency to take the safe approach and stock up on inventory. But that 
approach inevitably leaders to higher inventories, higher costs, more waste, and ultimately less 
efficiency. That’s where Owens & Minor’s SurgiTrack can help. 

TAKE THE STRESS OUT OF INVENTORY 
MANAGEMENT
SurgiTrack is a comprehensive clinical supply 
delivery service that delivers ready-to-use 
custom surgery packs right to your facility based 
on procedure and physician preference. We 
provide the supplies and the staff to pick those 
supplies so you don’t have to, enabling you to 
focus your time, effort and attention on patient 
care. 

UP AND RUNNING IN 60 DAYS
SurgiTrack features a 60-day implementation 
where we identify complex procedures with 
expected increase, consolidate like items by 
surgeon/procedure, and build procedure-
specific kits. The process is completely flexible 
based on your needs. We can provide you 
generic kits if that is the best way to handle the 
surge in volume or we can provide surgeon-
specific kits.

FEATURES

2-week inventory level of
completed kits

2-week component inventory
in supply chain

Return and credit of any
unopened/unused supplies

Advanced reporting

TURN DATA INTO INFORMATION
The real power of SurgiTrack is our ability to take 
your data and turn it into information you can 
act on. We take a deep dive into your physician 
preference cards and utilization data and using 
sophisticated methodologies and advanced 
analytics we identify ways to improve your 
efficiencies and lower your costs. 

EASY RETURNS
SurgiTrack’s return policy is simple. Any 
unopened and unused items can be returned 
for a refund, no questions asked. Then we’ll use 
your returns data to help build you a better kit.

TRANSFORM YOUR PERIOPERATIVE 
SUPPLY CHAIN



To learn how Owens & Minor can partner with you to solve your unique challenges and take your supply 
chain to new levels of efficiency, contact us at omlearnmore@owens-minor.com or 1-866-935-0798.
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®

• Staff spends less time on supply chain activities     • Reduction in case picking time
• Kitted supplies closer to the point-of-care     • Less inventory on hand, freeing up physical space

SURGITRACK AT-A-GLANCE

Getting the right supplies to you at the right time at the right place.
HOW SURGITRACK WORKS

FREE CLINICAL ASSESSMENT
We offer a free assessment conducted by an experienced team of clinical and supply chain leaders 
with years of OR experience and established best practices. The SurgiTrack Assessment mirrors 
established clinical processes to provide realistic opportunities for improved operational efficiency 
and costs savings.

OVER
350,000

Procedures
Delivered Annually

OVER
350,000

Products Available 
to Put in a Kit

OVER
900

Manufacturers to
Choose From


